diamond chandelier

crystal leaves and pearls chandelier

Crystal Caviar company:
crystal jewel for your
interior
Best workers, best material, great work, historical tradition and

Crystal Caviar is able to offer a wide range of glass and crystal

experiences with the hardest enviroments in the world for installation

products. The biggest part of its production are huge Bohemian

as superyachts, airplaines or trains. This is Crystal Caviar, The Czech

crystal chandeliers, in latest time also glass sculptures. But the

Republic based company, which produce only first class luxury

company also produce wall lights, mirrors, special and one-of-a-kind

Bohemian glass and crystal products.

Crystal Caviar‘s tiles, glass columns, table lamps, stairs, door handles,
tables…Just anything you want, the company creates from glass.

Glass is magical material, which has its own rules to work with, which
are in Northern Bohemia transmitting from generation to generation

Most of the production is custom-made. But it doesn’t mean, that

of glass workers just from 13th century. On this big historical tradition

Crystal Caviar haven’t any its own designs. The company employs

is based Crystal Caviar company. The company colaborate only with

the team of young and creative designers, who work also on theirs

local glassmakers, which are masters in glass craftmanship. With the

own projects. Excellent example of this creative work is the „prism

help of this workers and with support of team of designers and artists

bud chandelier“.

is Crystal Caviar able to meet every customer’s wish.
Prism buds chandelier is created from luxury handcrafted glass
„Philosophy of Crystal Caviar company is, that customer has to be

prisms. These prisms are made of first-class optical glass. With this

always satisfied. It doesn’t mean, that we blindly do everything, which

type of glass light decomposes and create milions of light reflections

customer want. We recommend the best solution for theirs wish and

resembling a rainbow. From single prism bud you can create many

after his approval we designed it, pick the best glass technique and

various pieces. For example a lamp made of one big bud or a

material, produce it and at the end safely installed it. The important

chandelier made of many buds put together to one big flower. Final

thing is, that the final product has to perfectly fit to the interior and

look of luxury piece depends only on your wish.

help to glow it,“ describe Marek Landa, founder and owner of the
Crystal Caviar company.

www.crystalcaviar.eu

Prism bud chandelier

Crystal dreams came true with us
www.crystalcaviar.eu

